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Architecture
The built environment can be fascinating—when we take the time to look. 
In the city it’s sometimes easy to take our surroundings for granted.

For most of my life, I’ve preferred to spend time in nature rather than in 
manmade places and taken every opportunity to photograph outdoors in 
undeveloped areas. My appreciation of architecture has thus been a long 
time in the making.

This changed as I began exploring Europe. Beginning in my early twenties 
and continuing throughout my adult life, I’ve encountered a range of 
new feelings and responses when I find myself in remarkable manmade 
environments. Be it a large city or small village, there can be an energy 
about the built environment that I have come to believe is largely derived 
from the qualities and characteristics of the buildings themselves. Thus 
began my interest in architecture and, eventually, interior design.

As a photographic artist, I find that making pictures of other people’s 
creations can be inspiring and satisfying in equal but different ways than 
with nature. As a general philosophy, I avoid making photographs that 
feature other people’s creative product as the main subject; the exception 
is architecture.

In and of itself, the amount of creativity, effort and time that goes into the 
construction of a building can be impressive, regardless of the perceived 
success or aesthetics of that building. But when an architect or designer 
really gets it right, the impact of a beautiful edifice can be felt by all who 
encounter it.

As such, I usually don’t assume as much credit for a compelling architecture 
photo as I might for a picture showing another subject. After all, the real 
creative work was done by the designer of the building. With this in mind, I 
view my photographs of beautiful buildings and other manmade structures 
as more documentary than my other creative photography.



Mad Creek Barn, Colorado 
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Pazo de Bentraces Hotel, Otranto, Spain 
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Albergo Sextantio Le Grotte Della Civita Hotel, Matera, Italy 
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Girona, Spain 
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Mezquita de Córdoba 
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Baths of Lady Maria de Padilla, Seville, Spain 
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La Sagrada Familia, Barcelona, Spain 
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Martano, Italy 
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Stirling Castle, Scotland 
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Forbidden City, Beijing, China 
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Tacoma Glass Museum, Washington 
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Boston, USA 
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La Pedrera Chimneys, Barcelona, Spain 
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Siena Tower, Italy 
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Private Residence, Broadway, England 
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Lisbon, Portugal 
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Stadium, Gothenburg, Sweden 
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‘Selfish’ - Selfriges Department Store, Birmingham, England 
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Barwell, England 
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Hotel Garibaldi, Palermo, Italy 
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Metropol Parasol, Seville, Spain 
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Gothia Towers and Liseberg, Gothenburg, Sweden 
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Zlote Tarasy Shopping Centre, Warsaw, Poland 
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Glasgow Central Station, Scotland 
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Trevi Fountain, Rome 
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San Francisco de Asis Mission Church, Taos, New Mexico 
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Roman Tower, Cordoba, Spain 
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SSE Hydro, Glasgow, Scotland 
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BBC, Glasgow, Scotland 
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Toulouse, France 
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Tattershall Catle, England 
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Edinburgh, Scotland 
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Ashford Castle, Ireland 
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Private Residence, Vorselaar, Belgium 
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Broadway Tower, Cotswolds, England 
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Private Residence, Montisi, Italy 
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Durham Castle, England 
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‘Ancient Architecture’ - Chaco Canyon Pueblo, New Mexico 
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‘Transept Vault’ - Fountains Abbey, England 
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‘Ancient Portals’ - Aztec, New Mexico, USA 
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Aztec Kiva, New Mexico 
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Clos Pegase, Napa Valley, California 
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Alcazar, Seville, Spain 
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Nathaniel Coalson ARPS ASICIP

Nat Coalson (b. 1970) is an American-British photographic artist based 
in England and working internationally. He works primarily in fine art 
photography and mixed-media based on photography. His work has 
been published and exhibited widely, received numerous awards and is 
held in private and corporate collections around the world.

Nat’s visual art is inspired by curiosity, exploration and discovery. The 
imagery is intended to investigate the boundaries of consciousness, 
perception and subjective response, thus inspiring imagination, 
encouraging contemplation and inviting individual interpretation. Many 
of Nat’s photographs are visual fictions, appearing to show things other 
than what they actually are; this is art that challenges each viewer to think 
for themselves.

Each photograph is created in-camera, with only minimal post-
processing. Finished works are produced in a wide range of sizes and on 
a variety of substrates, including canvas, metal, wood, acrylic and fabric. 
Nat also creates original mixed media works by hand-embellishing prints 
on canvas using transparent acrylic and texturing gels.

Throughout the process, each work of photographic art is designed with 
intention to serve as beautiful, unique décor for contemporary interiors.

www.NatCoalson.com
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